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Generations of families have enjoyed this holiday classic. Now this beloved story is available in a deluxe edition tucked
inside a cloth slipcase with gold-foil stamping. Illustrations.
A board book celebration of summer, starring Thing One and Thing Two from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat! Written in
super-simple rhyme, this fun, sturdy board book features Thing One and Thing Two as they spend a summer day at the
shore-- swimming, floating, boating, and more! A perfect gift for summer birthdays, baby showers, or any time of year,
this is an ideal way to celebrate the season and introduce the very youngest children to the magical world of Dr. Seuss!
Collects five of the most famous Dr. Seuss stories, including "The Cat in the Hat," in which a mischievous cat helps two
children have fun on a rainy day.
The Cat in the Hat plays quiz master by challenging the reader with both entertaining and educational questions such as
"Are freckles catching?" and "How old do you have to be to drive a car?"
Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic picture book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A
dreary day turns into a wild romp when this beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking
friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses simple words and basic ryhme
to encourage and delight beginning readers. Then he said "That is that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat.
Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover
early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic
large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for
practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue twisters that will have readers of all ages giggling with glee.
When a fox in socks meets Knox in a box, you know that hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and
clocks) and you're sure to get your words twisted and lips locked. With his unmistakable gift for rhyme, Dr. Seuss creates
a hysterical and energetic way for beginning readers to dive into the joy of reading. This book comes with the following
warning: “This is a book you READ ALOUD to find out just how smart your tongue is. The first time you read it, don't go
fast! This Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your tongue in trouble.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books
encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Imagination runs wild in this Caldecott Honor-winning tale featuring Dr. Seuss's inimitable voice and hysterical
illustrations. The first Seuss title to feature full-color art on every other page, this adventurous picture book tells of Marcowho first imagined an extraordinary parade in And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street-as he daydreams of all the
possibilities that await him while he fishes in McElligot's Pool. Optimistic and exciting, this tale is the perfect bait, and
readers young and old will be hooked on this fish-tastic favorite.
A lesser-known collection of classic Dr. Seuss stories about humility, equality, and the power of imagination! This
collection of three rhyming stories by Dr. Seuss features a whole litter of Cat in the Hat-like cats! In "I Can Lick 30 Tigers
Today!" a boastful cat bites off more than he can chew in the shape of 30 tigers; in "King Louie Katz"--a tale about tails--a
single cat challenges authority and creates a more "demo-catic" society; and in "The Glunk That Got Thunk," a cat thinks
up something so wild, she needs to un-thunk it! Beautifully illustrated in ink and watercolor, this quirky collection of
Seussian silliness will be a welcome gift to Dr. Seuss fans of all ages.
Dr. Seuss's well-known and well-loved The Lorax is as timely now as it was when it was first published in 1971—perhaps even
more so. This bestselling ecological warning is now available in an elaborate pop-up book, published in conjunction with the
release of The Lorax feature film on March 2, 2012—Ted Geisel's birthday. David Carter has transformed Seuss's powerful
message and has brought to life the Lorax, the Bar-ba-loots, the Truffula Tree Tufts—and more—in eight dynamic pop-up spreads.
This Dr. Seuss classic will have readers of all ages craving Green Eggs and Ham—no matter where they are! I do not like green
eggs and ham. I do not like them, Sam-I-am. With unmistakable characters and signature rhymes, Dr. Seuss’s beloved favorite
has cemented its place as a children’s classic. Kids will love the terrific tongue-twisters as the list of places to enjoy green eggs
and ham gets longer and longer...and they might even learn a thing or two about trying new things! And don’t miss the Netflix
series adaptation – featuring the voice talents of Michael Douglas, Diane Keaton, Daveed Diggs, and more! Originally created by
Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage
children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books
like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky
parents too!
Describes a birthday celebration in Katroo presided over by the Birthday Bird.
"Originally published by Random House Children's Books in 1994"--Colophon.
An enchanting new picture book from bestselling author Holly Webb. What would you wish for if you already had everything? As
Princess Amy nears her tenth birthday, the queen says she must have a gift grander than any before. No one in the palace talks
about anything but cakes and dresses and presents. But Princess Amy has just one birthday wish: that it would snow. All she
wants is to spend the day building snowmen with her best friend, Bella. This tale of friendship and sharing will melt hearts
everywhere. A magical picture book with a sparkly glittery cover!
Dr. Seuss’s very first book for children! From a mere horse and wagon, young Marco concocts a colorful cast of characters,
making Mulberry Street the most interesting location in town. Dr. Seuss’s signature rhythmic text, combined with his unmistakable
illustrations, will appeal to fans of all ages, who will cheer when our hero proves that a little imagination can go a very long way.
(Who wouldn’t cheer when an elephant-pulled sleigh raced by?) Now over seventy-five years old, this story is as timeless as ever.
And Marco’s singular kind of optimism is also evident in McElligot’s Pool.
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting differences.
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The Yooks and Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy
the tasty treat differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young children about the issues of
tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages.
A young boy imagines the fantastic animals and incredible acts he will have for his greatest of all circuses. Copyright © Libri
GmbH. All rights reserved.
A boy imagines a series of incredible sights on his way home from school so that he will have an interesting report to give his
father.
The mere sneeze of a bug triggers a chain reaction involving, among others, cows, turtles, policemen, and an entire circus parade.
Advice in rhyme for proceeding in life; weathering fear, loneliness, and confusion; and being in charge of your actions.
The New York Times bestselling team behind Parker Looks Up returns with an uplifting story about Parker making a new friend
and learning about self-expression, opening your heart, and helping others. Parker Curry loves being a big sister. She gets to play
dress-up with her little sister, Ava, and piano with her baby brother, Cash. And Parker loves to dance, twirling and leaping and
spinning in joy. But when a dancer joins her class and needs her help, Parker wonders if she has what it takes to be not only a real
dancer, but a real friend. This inspirational picture book has an afterword by prima ballerina and New York Times bestselling
author Misty Copeland.
A collection of exploits of the legendary lumberjack and his blue ox Babe.
McElligot's PoolRH Childrens Books
"When the brother and sister from "One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish" visit a pet store to pick a pet, naturally, they can't pick
just one. How will they decide?"--.

A boy imagines the rare and wonderful fish he might catch in McElligot's pool.
An eggs-cellent way to start the day! Breakfast will never be the same, thanks to Dr. Seuss's classic rhyming picture
book Scrambled Eggs Super! When Peter T. Hooper tires of traditional scrambled eggs, he sets out on a quest to find the
rarest and most exciting eggs so he can make the amazing breakfast he craves. Featuring zany egg-layers such as the
Sala-ma-goox, the Tizzle-Topped Grouse, and the Bombastic Aghast, Scrambled Eggs Super! will hit the spot and leave
readers wanting seconds. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
"The characters Thing One and Thing Two first appeared in the book The cat in the hat"--Back cover.
Join Bartholomew Cubbins in Dr. Seuss’s Caldecott Honor–winning picture book about a king’s magical mishap! Bored
with rain, sunshine, fog, and snow, King Derwin of Didd summons his royal magicians to create something new and
exciting to fall from the sky. What he gets is a storm of sticky green goo called Oobleck—which soon wreaks havock all
over his kingdom! But with the assistance of the wise page boy Bartholomew, the king (along with young readers) learns
that the simplest words can sometimes solve the stickiest problems.
The young reader may fill in the appropriate personal data to complete his "very own" autobiography.
A compilation of more than a dozen previously published Dr. Seuss books, plus essays by nine authors and other book
lovers, including Audrey Geisel, widow of Dr. Seuss.
Hit the road reading with Dr. Seuss! Tucked inside this cute little blue box topped with a plastic handle and secured by a
tuck closure are board book editions of the classic Dr. Seuss titles Hop on Pop; Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!; Ten
Apples Up On Top!; and The Shape of Me and Other Stuff. Ideal for the holidays, new mothers, and happy occasions of
all kinds, this is a literacy-nurturing gift that babies can literally sink their teeth into!
Racism is resilient, duplicitous, and endlessly adaptable, so it is no surprise that America is again in a period of civil rights
activism. A significant reason racism endures is because it is structural: it's embedded in culture and in institutions. One
of the places that racism hides-and thus perhaps the best place to oppose it-is books for young people. Was the Cat in
the Hat Black? presents five serious critiques of the history and current state of children's literature tempestuous
relationship with both implicit and explicit forms of racism. The book fearlessly examines topics both vivid-such as The
Cat in the Hat's roots in blackface minstrelsy-and more opaque, like how the children's book industry can perpetuate
structural racism via whitewashed covers even while making efforts to increase diversity. Rooted in research yet written
with a lively, crackling touch, Nel delves into years of literary criticism and recent sociological data in order to show a
better way forward. Though much of what is proposed here could be endlessly argued, the knowledge that what we learn
in childhood imparts both subtle and explicit lessons about whose lives matter is not debatable. The text concludes with a
short and stark proposal of actions everyone-reader, author, publisher, scholar, citizen- can take to fight the biases and
prejudices that infect children's literature. While Was the Cat in the Hat Black? does not assume it has all the answers to
such a deeply systemic problem, its audacity should stimulate discussion and activism.
The narrator is frightened by a pair of pale green pants with no one inside that seems to be following him, until the two meet and
discover that they have nothing to fear. Features illustrations that glow in the dark.
A compilation of five works of Dr. Seuss, including "Bartholomew and the Oobleck," "If I Ran the Zoo," "The Sneetches and Other
Stories," "Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book," and "Horton Hears a Who!"
Pairs of rhyming words are used in simple sentences to help beginning readers understand the use of words and phrases.
"A collection of 'lost' stories written and illustrated by Dr. Seuss and published in magazines in the 1950s. Includes an introduction
by Seuss scholar Charles D. Cohen"-Dr. Seuss’s very first book for children! From a mere horse and wagon, young Marco concocts a colorful cast of characters,
making Mulberry Street the most interesting location in town. Dr. Seuss’s signature rhythmic text, combined with his unmistakable
illustrations, will appeal to fans of all ages, who will cheer when our hero proves that a little imagination can go a very long way.
(Who wouldn’t cheer when an elephant-pulled sleigh raced by?) Now over seventy-five years old, this story is as timeless as ever.
And Marco’s singular kind of optimism is also evident in McElligot’s Pool. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
Join one of Dr. Seuss's most giving characters in the classic picture book Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose. Poor Thidwick's
generosity proves the adage that no good deed goes unpunished, and soon everyone, from a tiny Bingle Bug to a huge bear, is
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taking advantage of our antlered hero. With Seuss's rhyming text and endearing illustrations, this beloved story about a
kindhearted moose and the bullies that make a home on his horns is an ideal way to introduce children to the invaluable concept
of self-respect.
An anthology of six stories by Dr. Seuss, including "And To Think That I Saw It On Mulberry Street," "The 500 Hats of
Bartholomew Cubbins," "Horton Hatches the Egg," "How the Grinch Stole Christmas," "The Lorax," and "Yertle the Turtle."
If you think the alphabet stops with Z, you are wrong. So wrong. Leave it to Conrad Cornelius o'Donald o'Dell (with a little help
from Dr. Seuss) to create an entirely new alphabet beginning with Z! This rhyming picture book introduces twenty new letters and
the creatures that one can spell with them. Discover (and spell) such wonderfully Seussian creations as the Yuzz-a-ma-Tuzz and
the High Gargel-orum. Readers young and old will be giggling from beginning to end . . . or should we say, from Yuzz to Hi!
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